Introduction
Rothermel's wildland surface fire model is a popular model used in wildland fire management. It has been integrated in software systems, such as FARSITE and BehavePlus. Simulations making use of a robust model are still subject to errors and uncertainty owing to the variability of the input parameters. The original model has a large number of parameters, making uncertainty quantification challenging. In this work, Global sensitivity analysis (GSA) for the Rothermel model We assume that uncertainties exist in all input parameters and assign to each parameter a uniform distribution with the mean listed in the following table and the standard deviation 5% of the mean. The 5% coefficient of variation is adopted in order for both dead and living fuel damping moistures not to exceed their extinction moistures. 
The Rothermel model
The main output variables of the Rothermel model are the rate of fire spread (ros in ms -1 ), the direction of maximum spread (sdr in º), the effective wind speed (efw in ms -1 ), and reaction intensity (ri in kWm - 
Where J (n) denotes the nth order Taylor series and .
The following sampling techniques are compared: crude Monte Carlo method (MC), Monte Carlo method coupled with OSDES (MC+OSDES), standard RQMC (RQMC), RQMC coupled with OSDES (RQMC+OSDES). The convergence behaviors for estimating the first moments are shown as follows: (left-right, up-down: ros, efw, sdr, ri) in kWm ).
where Г ' is the optimum reaction velocity, w n is the net fuel loading, heat is the fuel low heat content, η M is the moisture damping coefficient, and η S is the mineral damping coefficient.
(1 )
where ξ is the propagating flux ratio, ρ b is the ovendry bulk density, ε is the effective heating number, Q ig is the heat of preignition and Φ c is formulated as The 95% confidence intervals for estimating E[ros]:
Conclusions
Effective wildland fire management requires fast prediction of potential or
Global sensitivity analysis
, , , functions of σ and β is the packing ratio. The total number of parameters is 24. g q p p ongoing fire. Mathematical models built for predicting fire behavior are based on a number of input fire environment parameters, which are inevitably subject to uncertainties. we proposed using global sensitivity analysis to reduce model complexity, and use optimized SDES, a control variate Monte Carlo approach, together with random-start Halton sequences, a randomized quasi-Monte Carlo method, to simulate the reduced model. Our proposed method improves standard Monte Carlo simulation error by factors as high as three orders of magnitude when applied to the parametric uncertainty quantification of the Rothermel model at a computational overhead of less than 10%. This makes our proposed method significantly more efficient than the crude Monte Carlo sampling. is relatively small, then the corresponding parameter can be frozen at its nominal value. Fixing all insignificant parameters leads to reduced models.
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